
AP Lit & Comp
10/8 & 10/9

1. Dead verbs and clichés

2. Writer’s workshop for the college 

admissions essay

3. For next class…



DEAD VERBS

 One of the most common mistakes that writers make is to try to carry 

the weight of their meaning through adjectives and adverbs. 

 No matter how great your descriptors are, if your verbs and nouns are 

boring or unclear, your readers won’t get a clear picture of your meaning.

 Plus, too many descriptors can bog down the pace of your writing.

 Disclaimer: Sometimes dead verbs are necessary—particularly if you’re 

trying to explain a concept or analyze an idea or situation.

 However, if you’re using a lot of dead verbs, it’s likely you’re TELLING 

rather than SHOWING—and a narrative essay should be a balance of 

the two.



DEAD VERBS include any form of the 

following words:

 To be (am, is, are, was, were, etc.)

 To feel

 To get

 To look/see

 To sound

 To smell

 To seem

 To act

 To have

AVOID using these any more than absolutely necessary.



When workshopping today…

Look at ALL the writer’s verbs and pay 

attention to whether they’re active and 

dynamic or just plain DEAD.  

Circle or highlight all their verbs.

Powerful verbs can make you a more powerful 

writer. In revision, never allow a sentence to 

slip by in which you have not paid attention to 

the verb!



DEAD VERBS

What NOT to do:

I got the flu right before the dance. 

I was so disappointed about having 

to stay home. It made me really 

sad.

Lots of dull or dead verbs.  



SHOWING VS TELLING:

Here’s a more interesting version:

I spent prom night the way every teenage girl 

dreams they will: my dress hanging in the 

closet, my date slow-dancing the night away 

with my (ex-) best friend, and me, in my sick-

smelling room at home, fighting down the urge 

to puke. Again.



SHOW VS. TELL

When you workshop with your 

partner, look for places where 

they’re telling where they could be 

showing instead.



INTENSIFIERS TO AVOID

 “Really,” “Very,” “Extremely,” “Super,” “Amazingly” = 

intensifiers

These are boring intensifiers.

Choose a different adjective instead.

Very hungry = FAMISHED

Very smart = BRILLIANT

Very tired = EXHAUSTED, WEARY



CLICHES

In college essays, clichés are a dime a dozen.

People try to butter up their readers by 

overusing phrases or words like: hard work, 

determination, never give up, dream come 

true, make a difference, taught me an 

important lesson, opened my eyes, and a 

truckload of other unoriginal sentiments.

Think of a fresh way to state a well-known 

idea.



CLICHES

Read your workshop partner’s paper for 

clichés and mark them!



WORKSHOPPING TODAY

 You will need at least one person to work shop your paper.  Staple 

your workshop sheet to the front of your draft and give it to your 

reader. (If you’re doing this through Google docs, share your 

paper with your partner in SUGGESTING mode.  They will still 

need to fill out the workshop sheet.)

The goal today is to complete the writer’s workshop AND the 

ratiocination process for your workshop partner.

You will be turning in the completed workshop form with your final 

draft for a 35 point grade, so you’ll want to make sure your partner 

does a thorough job of completing the form.

Work on this quickly but intently for the rest of today.  

 Your workshop sheet will be due WITH your final draft.  



FOR NEXT CLASS:

Complete a thesis statement and topic sentences for 

Brave New World Open Ended Essay Practice #2 (at 

the top of Classroom under BNW essay practice.)

But FIRST, check out the comments I gave you on the 

first prompt (same place on Classroom, just BNW

OEQ prompt #1.)

If you want my feedback on your next draft of the 

college application essay, you’ll need to turn in a paper 

copy next class, and then set up a time to come 

conference with me about your paper. (M-Thurs of 

next week)



AP Exam Registration
 Exams cost $94.00

 Registration opens on Tuesday, October 1, 2019

 Students must register and pay online at www.totalregistration.net/AP/061470

(feel free to show them the website and to put this link on your website).

 Students who took AP exams last year already have an account on this 

website. They just need to log-in. If they forgot their log-in information, they will 

have to request their password be sent to them from the website!

 Deadline to register is Wednesday, November 13 at 11:59 PM

 Late registration opens on Thursday, November 14 and runs through Friday, 

March 6 at 11:59 PM

 There is a $40.00 additional late fee after November 13 ($134.00 per exam)

WE NEVER WANT MONEY TO BE THE REASON STUDENTS DO NO 

NOT TAKE THE EXAM. PLEASE CONTACT MRS. SYRING OR SEE 

MS. RIZZUTO FOR FUNDING OPTIONS.

http://www.totalregistration.net/AP/061470

